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ow do human beings receive answers to the most urgent questions 
they have of the powers of heaven? How do celestial beings provide 

guidance for perplexed humans? People living around the Mediterranean in 
the first few centuries CE devised many ways of seeking heavenly guid- 
ance; one of them was adjuration, in which they commanded gods, angels, 
or daemons to appear on earth and both reveal the mysteries of the universe 
to them and answer their questions about the problems of daily life. Similar 
techniques of adjuration occur in the Greco-Egyptian ritual texts usually 
referred to as the Greek magical papyri,2 the early Jewish mystical works 

'An earlier version of this article was first presented as a paper at the American Academy 
of Religion Annual Meeting, November 1994. I would like to thank Professors Bernadette 
Brooten, Albert Henrichs, and Rachel Elior for their assistance. I am also grateful for the grant 
of a Dissertation Fellowship from the Center for the Study of World Religions at Harvard 
University (1993-1994). 

2Karl Preisendanz, Papyri Graecae Magicae: Die griechischen Zauberpapyri (2d ed.; ed. 
Albert Henrichs; Stuttgart: Teubner, 1974). The papyri published in the PGM, with some 
additions, have been translated into English in Hans Dieter Betz, ed., The Greek Magical 
Papyri in Translation, Including the Demotic Spells (Chicago/London: Chicago University 
Press, 1986). References are according to papyrus and line number, and translations are ac- 
cording to the various translators in Betz, unless otherwise indicated. 
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known as the hekhalot literature,3 and Sefer ha-Razim, a collection of ad- 
jurations in Hebrew, heavily influenced by both Greco-Egyptian ritual texts 
and the hekhalot tradition of hymnology.4 These adjurations assume that 
human beings, through their knowledge of the correct invocations and di- 
vine names, possess the power to persuade or force the gods or angels to 
fulfill their desires. 

The Greek magical papyri, a heterogeneous collection of texts found in 
Egypt and dated from the second century BCE to the fifth century CE,5 
contain many texts with directions for rituals designed to obtain revelation 
from a god or a daemon by means of waking visions, dream visions, or 

lamp divination. The papyri also include numerous rituals for other pur- 
poses, including spells for healing, erotic purposes, consecrations for amu- 
lets, and a ritual for ascending to heaven.6 The hekhalot literature, stemming 
from third- to eighth-century CE Palestine and Babylonia,7 contains ascetic 

3Medieval European manuscripts of the hekhalot literature (dated from the thirteenth to the 
fifteenth century) have been most extensively published by Peter Schafer, ed., Synopse zur 
Hekhalot-Literatur (Tubingen: Mohr/Siebeck, 1981). References are according to paragraph 
number. Schafer has also published most of the extant fragments of the hekhalot texts found 
in the Cairo Geniza in Geniza-Fragmente zur Hekhalot-Literatur (Tubingen: Mohr/Siebeck, 
1984). All translations of hekhalot texts are mine. Important discussions of the hekhalot 
literature, particularly the ritual aspects, occur in Rachel Elior, "Mysticism, Magic, and 

Angelology: The Perception of Angels in Hekhalot Literature," Jewish Studies Quarterly 1 
(1993/94) 3-53; Ithamar Gruenwald, Apocalyptic and Merkavah Mysticism (Leiden: Brill, 
1980); David Halperin, The Faces of the Chariot (Tubingen: Mohr/Siebeck, 1988); Peter 
Schafer, "Jewish Magic Literature in Late Antiquity and Early Middle Ages," JJS 41 (1990) 
75-91; idem, Hekhalot-Studien (Tubingen: Mohr/Siebeck, 1988); idem, The Hidden and Manifest 
God: Some Major Themes in Early Jewish Mysticism (Albany: SUNY, 1992); Gershom Scholem, 
Jewish Gnosticism, Merkabah Mysticism and Talmudic Tradition (2d ed.; New York: JTSA, 
1965); idem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism (Jerusalem: Schocken, 1941); and Morton 
Smith, "Observations on Hekhalot Rabbati," in Alexander Altman, ed., Biblical and Other 
Studies (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1963) 142-60. 

4Mordecai Margalioth, Sepher ha-Razim: A Newly Recovered Book of Magic from the 
Talmudic Period (Jerusalem: Yediot Achronot, 1966). Margalioth's text has been translated by 
Michael Morgan, Sepher ha-Razim: The Book of the Mysteries (Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 
1983). References to adjurations in Sefer ha-Razim are according to firmament and line num- 
ber. 

5Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, xli; Arthur Darby Nock says ("Greek Magical 
Papyri," in Zeph Stewart, ed., Essays on Religion and the Ancient World [Oxford: Clarendon, 
1972] 177), "The substantial magical books fall on the same [paleographical] grounds be- 
tween the late third and the fifth [century]." See also John Hull, Hellenistic Magic and the 

Synoptic Tradition (London: SCM, 1974) 5-9, 15-44. 
6See PGM 7 for healing spells, the many erotic spells in PGM 4, the consecration of an 

amulet or ring in PGM 4.1596-1715, and the ascent ritual commonly referred to as the "Mithras 

Liturgy" in PGM 4.475-829. 
7For this dating and provenance, see Scholem, Major Trends, 44; Halperin, Faces of the 

Chariot, 322-56; Michael Swartz, Mystical Prayer in Ancient Judaism (Tubingen: Mohr/ 
Siebeck, 1992) 5; and Rebecca Lesses, "Ritual Practices to Gain Power: Adjurations in the 
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preparations and directions for rituals of adjuration to bring angels down 
from heaven to teach wisdom to human beings and answer one's questions 
in dreams. The adjurations form only one part of a much larger and varied 
literature that includes: instructions for ascents to the seven heavenly pal- 
aces to see God and participate in the liturgy of the angels; numerous 
hymns that use hypnotic repetition of phrases to praise God and the angels; 
descriptions of the multitudes of angels, the divine throne, and the other 
furniture of heaven; a report of the elevation of Enoch the son of Jared to 
heaven and his transformation into Metatron Sar ha-Panim (Prince of the 
[divine] Countenance), the foremost angel who stands before God; and an 
account of the enormous dimensions of the body of God (shi'ur qomah), 
including the names given to each limb.8 Sefer ha-Razim, from third- or 
fourth-century CE Egypt or Palestine,9 contains adjurations for revelation 
addressed to the angels of the sun, the moon, and to Helios. It also includes 
spells for healing, malevolent spells to harm one's enemies, rituals to influ- 
ence nobles and powerful people to help the adjurer, and love spells.10 The 
incantations and rituals in Sefer ha-Razim are organized according to a 
system of seven firmaments and their angels. Several camps of angels belong 

Hekhalot Literature, Jewish Amulets, and Greek Revelatory Adjurations" (Ph.D. diss., Harvard 
University, 1995) 398-416. 

8For a survey of the themes in the hekhalot literature, see Schafer, Hidden and Manifest 
God; for a presentation and analysis of the Shicur Qomah texts, see Martin Cohen, The Shi'ur 
Qomah: Texts and Recensions (Tubingen: Mohr/Siebeck, 1985); and idem, The Shicur Qomah, 
Liturgy and Theurgy in Pre-Kabbalistic Jewish Mysticism (Lanham, MD: University Press of 
America, 1983). 

9Margalioth (Sepher ha-Razim, 23-25) dates the text to the late third century or early 
fourth century CE. See also the discussion in Morgan, Sepher ha-Razim, 8-11. Philip Alexander 
("Incantations and Books of Magic," in Emil Schurer, The History of the Jewish People in the 
Age of Jesus Christ [175 B.C.-A.D. 135] [5 vols.; eds. Geza Vermes, Fergus Millar, and 
Martin Goodman; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1986] 3. 349) dates the text later than Margalioth 
(after the end of the fourth century), and suggests that it was composed in Palestine or possibly 
Egypt, because of the nature of its Hebrew and because of the Greek references. Ithamar 
Gruenwald (Apocalyptic and Merkavah Mysticism, 226), however, challenges the dating and 
pushes it up to the sixth or seventh centuries. Both he (pp. 226-27) and Peter Schafer ("Tra- 
dition and Redaction in Hekhalot Literature," in idem, Hekhalot-Studien, 15) also challenge 
the unity of the text and point to the eclectic nature of Margalioth's edition. Philip Alexander, 
on the other hand, maintains the unity of Sefer ha-Razim and says that "there is every reason 
to believe that a work of the form he [Margalioth] postulates did once exist" (p. 349). He notes 
that the cosmological framework is connected to the incantations: "Sefer ha-Razim incorpo- 
rates diverse materials, but what is remarkable is not its diversity but its unity. The general 
style of the work is uniform and distinctive, the descriptions of the various heavens are all 
similar in structure, and the incantation sections follow a common pattern throughout. The 
interweaving of the two strata is shown most plainly by the fact that the angels named in the 
hierarchies of the cosmological framework are the same as those invoked in the incantations" 
(p. 347). 

'0Sefer ha-Razim 1.27-84, 114-69. 
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to each firmament, and each camp governs certain ritual acts. The text 
describes each firmament in hymnic language similar to cosmological hymns 
from the hekhalot literature, gives a long list of the angels belonging to 
each camp, and then instructs the user of the text in the correct way to use 
these names in the particular incantation. These ritual texts are concerned 
with both the transcendent goals of contact with divine or semidivine be- 
ings and the mundane problems of everyday life. The texts' goals may 
differ widely, but the techniques are related, especially the use of voces 
mysticae composed of divine and angelic names and "words" formed of 
strings of incomprehensible letters. 

This article addresses the nature of the relationship between the revela- 
tory adjurations in these three bodies of literature. Earlier scholars, in par- 
ticular Gershom Scholem, Hans Lewy, and Morton Smith, asserted the 
connections between the hekhalot literature and the Greco-Egyptian adjura- 
tions.1 Scholem wrote that the "theurgical descriptions and prescriptions 
and the accompanying ever-increasing number of magical names and Ephesia 
grammata" of the hekhalot literature "give these books a strange resem- 
blance to the magical papyri."12 In fact, as Scholem noted, one of the 
adjurations found in the hekhalot texts states categorically that, "This is the 
Explicit Name, and its interpretations, its explorations and its pronuncia- 
tions, and the interpretation of its names are Greek."13 In his edition of 
Sefer ha-Razim, Mordecai Margalioth demonstrated by detailed comparison 
how the incantations of Sefer ha-Razim drew from the ritual traditions 
represented in the Greco-Egyptian ritual texts.'4 I begin by addressing the 

'' Gershom Scholem (Jewish Gnosticism, 74-83) details names and formulas that were 

passed back and forth between the hekhalot literature and the magical papyri. As Morton 
Smith wrote ("Observations on Hekhalot Rabbati," 150), "Much of the celestial personnel of 
the hekhalot is found also in the magical papyri and in Gnosticism. Not only have the papyri 
and the Gnostics taken over Hebrew names, but the hekhalot have taken over Greek names and 
sometimes have even taken back Greek corruptions of names which were originally Hebrew." 
He finds parallels in other areas as well: the preparatory requirements enjoined before the 

pronunciation of the adjuration and the closeness between the material in the "Mithras Lit- 

urgy" and the ascent traditions in the hekhalot literature (pp. 154, 158-59). He cites the 

comparison "to show that the hekhalot books are not merely theoretical or imaginative books, 
but reflections of an actual practice" (p. 154). See also Hans Lewy, "Remainders of Greek 
Phrases and Nouns in 'Hekhalot Rabbati,"' in idem, Studies in Jewish Hellenism (Jerusalem: 
Bialik Institute, 1969) 259-65 [Hebrew]; and Martha Himmelfarb, "Heavenly Ascent and the 

Relationship of the Apocalypses and the Hekhalot Liberature," HUCA 59 (1988) 82-86, 98- 
99. 

'2Scholem, Jewish Gnosticism, 75. For a discussion of Ephesia grammata, see John Gager, 
Curse Tablets and Binding Spells from the Ancient World (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1992) 5-7. 

'3Ibid., 81; Synopse, ?357: nnl' ,L nizD n1' ,ml1 'pnnpm m'zp':i ImnIOI -elsnn 0 o mO nr (MS 
JTSA 8128, fol. 17b). 

14Margalioth, Sepher ha-Razim, 1-16, and references in the notes to the particular adjura- 
tions. 
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question of how one can compare rituals from two religious systems that 
seem so different-Judaism as it is represented in the hekhalot texts and 
the Greco-Egyptian religious synthesis of the Greek magical papyri. 

My model of comparison is based on Lawrence Hoffman's discussion of 
the relationship between Jewish liturgy and non-Jewish religious concep- 
tions in late antiquity. His analysis depends on a specific model of society 
in late antiquity, one which does not sharply distinguish between different 
religious groups, in particular between Jews and non-Jews. He argues: 

Instead of viewing society as a series of already sharply defined con- 
flicting religious groups, vying with each other, I suggest a model in 
which all are presumed to share equally in a generally pervasive cul- 
tural backdrop. This cultural backdrop is what everyone takes as nor- 
mative, and within which everyone takes some stand or another. In 
their liturgy, people declare themselves to stand within the commonly 
accepted boundaries of the religious enterprise, sharing certain gener- 
ally accepted cultural characteristics along with everyone else-that is, 
censoring themselves in; at the same time they preserve the boundaries 
of their own integrity by censoring out those cultural characteristics 
which they have chosen not to accept.'5 

He further argues that "however competing religions differed, they shared 
their own distinctive version of a 'common stock.'"16 Morton Smith points 
to this common cultural framework when he says that 

the Hellenistic period saw the development of a Judaism profoundly 
shaped by Greco-Oriental thought, in which mystical and magical. .. 
elements were very important. From this common background such 
elements were derived independently by the magical papyri, Gnosti- 
cism, Christianity, and Hellenistic and Rabbinic Judaism.17 

In this analysis, the revelatory adjurations of the hekhalot literature, Sefer 
ha-Razim, and the Greco-Egyptian ritual texts belonged to a larger complex 
of practices of adjuration that was widespread in the Greco-Roman world 
of late antiquity. These texts shared the same cultural framework but chose 
to emphasize or diminish different elements. All share the important con- 
ception of the celestial world as a pleroma of divine beings, conceptualized 
as God and a variety of exalted angels in the hekhalot literature, and in the 
Greco-Egyptian texts, as various gods closely clustered together as the object 

15Lawrence Hoffman, "Censoring In and Censoring Out: A Function of Liturgical Lan- 
guage," in Joseph Gutman, ed., Ancient Synagogues: The State of Research (Chico, CA: 
Scholars Press, 1981) 22-23. For a detailed discussion of Hoffman's methodological presup- 
positions, see his Beyond the Text: A Holistic Approach to Liturgy (Bloomington/Indianapo- 
lis: Indiana University Press, 1989) 149-71. 

'6Hoffman, Beyond the Text, 158. 
'7Smith, "Observations on Hekhalot Rabbati," 154; see also Elior, "Mysticism, Magic, and 

Angelology," 27-43; and Gager, Curse Tablets, 13. 
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of adjuration and sometimes subordinated under one supreme deity.18 The 
adjurations in Sefer ha-Razim reflect this same conception of the pleroma, 
but "censor in" figures from Greek religion as Helios, Aphrodite, and the 
Moon who were excluded by the hekhalot adjurations.19 Elements that serve 
to differentiate the hekhalot adjurations from the others include the former's 
"censoring out" of directions to use ritual objects, slaughter animals, or 
burn incense as part of the ritual. On the other hand, the hekhalot texts 
"censor in" the adjurations into the rabbinic system by requiring the prac- 
titioner to say the adjurations as part of the Jewish daily prayers. 

Specific comparisons among the adjurations of these three bodies of 
literature are instructive. This comparison discusses six elements of the 
adjurations: their structure and verbal formulation; their divine addressee(s); 
the ways in which they envision the human-celestial encounter; the impor- 
tance they attach to the divine name; purifications required before the per- 
formance of the ritual; and ritual actions involving objects or animals. 

1 Structure of Adjurations to Bring the Divine Figure 
A typical revelation adjuration begins with adjuration of the god or 

angel by names of God, angels, attributes of God, or other sacred names. 
This section is often quite extensive, incorporating many different names 
and sometimes elaborate mythological accounts, including repeated adjura- 
tions of the heavenly being, as if one adjuration is not sufficiently power- 
ful.20 The adjurer orders the divine figure to reveal himself or herself or 
send an angel, daemon, or other god instead. The adjuration specifies how 
the angel or daemon is supposed to appear to the adept, in particular order- 

ing him or her to answer the questions of the adjurer clearly and not to 

frighten or confuse him or her. The adjuration describes the expected en- 
counter with the god or angel and its anticipated results, including the 

acquisition of wisdom, having one's questions answered, or personal trans- 
formation. The encounter usually ends with the dismissal of the angel or 

god from the presence of the adjurer. 
Object of the Adjuration: The adjurations all address powerful divine 

figures: the God of Israel or the high angels in the case of the hekhalot 
literature, angels or daemons or one of the Greek or Egyptian deities in the 

Greco-Egyptian papyri or Sefer ha-Razim. At first glance, it seems as if the 
hekhalot adjurations preserve the distinction between the one God and the 

angels that might be expected in a Jewish religious system, and that this 

18Betz, The Greek Magical Papyri, xlv-xlviii; Elior, "Mysticism, Magic, and Angelology," 
27-43. 

19Margalioth, Sepher ha-Razim, 4.61-63 (Helios); 1.126 (Aphrodite); 2.50-54, 2.166-73 

(the moon). 
20See, for example, PGM 13. 
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feature is a decisive aspect of the "censoring out" process in the hekhalot 
literature. A closer look at the names of those addressed in the hekhalot 
adjurations, however, reveals a profound blurring of the distinctions be- 
tween God and the angels, especially the highest angel, Metatron, the Sar 
ha-Panim. This blurring makes the array of divine powers in the hekhalot 
adjurations resemble the pleroma of many gods that appears in the Greco- 
Egyptian adjurations.21 For example, two adjurations refer to Metatron as 
the "God of heaven and earth."22 One of them reads: "And he adjured me 
by the Great Seal and by the Great Oath of Zekuri'el, Lord God of Israel, 
and this is Metatron, Lord God of Israel, God of the heavens and God of 
the earth, God of gods, God of the sea, and God of the dry land."23 A great 
confusion is also reflected in another adjuration to be pronounced after an 
ascent to heaven. During the ascent, in order to pass from one hekhal 
(heavenly palace) to the next, the adept shows seals composed of names 
like "Zekuri'el, Lord God of Israel" to guardian princes whose names in- 
clude the four-letter name of God. Upon accomplishing the ascent, the 
guardian princes hand the adept over to heavenly beings whose names are 
the same as those on the seals. At this point the adept adjures the last 
figure to whom he has been handed.24 It is not clear whether this figure is 
one of the higher angels or a god, or whether his name is one of the names 
of the God of Israel. In these adjurations, the one God of Israel has lost his 
singularity, and his powers and names are bestowed upon many high princes 
in heaven. As Rachel Elior says: 

The Explicit Name and the appellation, "YHWH God of Israel our 
Father in Heaven," which in the Jewish tradition are reserved only for 
the Holy One, blessed be He, become the property of many celestial 
powers in the hekhalot literature .... This development, which seems 
to replace the monotheistic tradition with a polytheistic-visionary myth, 
reflects a religious transmutation in which earthly worship related to 
the concept of a single and unique deity is insufficient.25 

The polytheistic vision of the hekhalot literature resembles the profusion of 
deities and angels that are addressed in the Greco-Egyptian adjurations. 

21Elior, "Mysticism, Magic, and Angelology," 28-32. 
22Synopse ?279 (compare ?678); G-19 (MS Antonin 186, fol. la, lines 20-21); Schafer, 

Geniza-Fragmente, 163-68. 
23Synopse ?279 (MS Budapest): btn'r 'nb "' ^m'tb ' ,-f' na 'D1'a bn-T mm n:2 D :"?1 

7nT@'n I '` 'n- 'n n z'r'L1 r I N 'nrri , c'r nr 'r't ,T' 'I ' 9, "' 1-imC ' intr. G-19 (Schafer, 
Geniza-Fragmente, 165) similarly calls Metatron "God of Israel, God of Hosts, God of heaven, 
God of the sea, God of the dry land" (MS Antonin 186, fol. la, lines 20-21). 

24Synopse ??417-19. 
25Elior, "Mysticism, Magic, and Angelology," 33-34. The pleroma of divine figures in the 

hekhalot literature may also be a development from earlier biblical motifs of the divine coun- 
cil (Himmelfarb, "Heavenly Ascent," 92-93). 
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Some of the Greco-Egyptian adjurations, on the other hand, approach a 
kind of monotheistic or henotheistic vision, in which one deity assumes the 
names and attributes of several others or subordinates all others to his or 
her power. For example, a revelatory adjuration of Apollo attributes many 
other names to him. The adjuration begins with a call to Apollo: "O lord 
Apollo, come with Paian. Give answer to my questions, lord. O master, 
leave Mount Parnassos and the Delphic Pytho whenever my priestly lips 
speak unutterable words."26 It then applies to him some Jewish names of 
God and the angels: 

First angel of [the god], of great Zeus, Iao, and you Michael, who rule 
heaven's realm, I call, and you, archangel Gabriel. Down from Olympos, 
Abrasax, delighting in dawns, come gracious who view sunset from 
the dawn, Adonai. Father of the world, all nature quakes in fear of 
you, Pakerbeth ... I adjure self-growing Nature, mighty Adonaios; I 

adjure setting and rising Eloaios.27 

Other adjurations, meanwhile, decisively differentiate the highest god from 
the other deities. For example, an adjuration of Aion in the so-called Eighth 
Book of Moses says: "I call on you, who are greater than all, the creator 
of all, you, the self-begotten, who see all and are not seen. For you gave 
Helios the glory and all the power.... All things are subject to you, whose 
true form none of the gods can see; who change into all forms."28 

One can also find invocations seemingly addressed to one god or god- 
dess, which in fact cite the names and attributes of many deities. Note, for 
example, a "spell of attraction" designed to bring a goddess to the adjurer. 
It begins, "O child of Zeus, Dart-shooter, Artemis, Persephone," and goes 
on to address the "Triple-voiced, triple-headed Selene, Triple-pointed, triple- 
faced, triple-necked, and goddess of the triple ways."29 This same incanta- 
tion also addresses Aphrodite.30 Thus, just as in the depiction of divine 
figures in the hekhalot literature, the Greco-Egyptian adjurations can give 
many names to one divine figure, subordinate one divine figure to another, 
or invoke more than one divine figure in the same adjuration. 

26PGM 1.296-300, my translation. 
27PGM 1.300-305 (Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 11): (dyyee? irpcoTE <0e>oi, 

Znvo geydXaoolo, 'Idco, Kai o(? TOV' oi)pdvtov Kc6oLov KaCT?XovT(, MlXaqX, Kal oE 
xcako, rapppthX 7pcoTd?yy?e?. 6E?fp' ain' 'OkXLgIOV, 'Appaod4. 

28PGM 13.64-70 (Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 174). In another spell, the 

Agathos Daimon is referred to as the "lord of life, king of the heavens and the earth and all 

things living in them" (PGM 13.785-86; Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 190). 
Helios is referred to as the one who "created gods, archangels, and decans" (PGM 4.1204; 
Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 61). The reference to the supreme God as seeing 
but not being seen is also found in one of the Sefer ha-Razim Helios adjurations (4.47-49). 

29PGM 4.2523-526 (Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 84). 
30PGM 4.2557. 
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Sefer ha-Razim also witnesses a kind of syncretism between the God of 
Israel and Greek deities, in particular Helios, the sun god. The fourth fir- 
mament in Sefer ha-Razim includes two adjurations by the name and at- 
tributes of the God of Israel to see the sun by day or night. Addressed to 
the angels (of fire or cold), they enable the adept to speak with the sun and 
ask him questions. The second adjuration includes a Greek prayer to Helios, 
transliterated into Hebrew letters, which has many parallels in the Greco- 
Egyptian texts: "Holy Helios who rises in the east, good mariner, trustwor- 
thy leader of the sun's rays, reliable [witness], who of old didst establish 
the mighty wheel [of the heavens], holy orderer, ruler of the axis [of the 
heaven], Lord, Brilliant Leader, King, Soldier."31 A similar spell of conse- 
cration to Helios found in the Greek magical papyri reads as follows: "I 
invoke you, the greatest god, eternal lord, world ruler, who are over the 
world and under the world, mighty ruler of the sea, rising at dawn, shining 
from the east for the whole world, setting in the west."32 A version of a 
prayer to Helios, in which the magician identifies himself with God en- 
throned upon the two cherubim, and which subordinates Helios to the 
Supreme God, occurs in the Eighth Book of Moses mentioned above.33 

Aside from direct appeals to Helios, there are similarities between the 
depiction of the God of Israel and the sun in Sefer ha-Razim. Both of the 
Sefer ha-Razim adjurations to Helios just mentioned subordinate the sun to 
God,34 but the language that each uses of God or the sun serves to blur the 
distinction between them. In the first adjuration the adjurer asks to see the 
sun, "face to face (D':n D'tB) when he is in his bridal chamber."35 The idea 
that the sun dwells in a bridal chamber (rnmn) is biblical,36 and the phrase 
D'a,n D'nm appears in Deut 5:4 in reference to the people's conversation with 
God at Sinai: "Face to face the Lord spoke with you on the mountain from 
the midst of the fire." The related phrase tD' e D 'Dn is used in the Bible 
exclusively of divine-human conversation, for the most part referring to 

31Morgan, Sepher ha-Razim, 71: e?'oepi)c dvaTroluc6v 
" 

Hktoc, va'Tr1c d&yaoO6, nitaT6c, 
(XcKT)V KOp)U?aioc, EdtitoTo, O6c tcdXl C pox6v 6Opptlov Kai(oGTTrc, KooltriTqc dyioc. 
ltoXoKpdaop, i5P, KVopl? E`0OC, OOp evvTOo, T Ppanvv o, TpaTTc. He gives a slightly dif- 
ferent transcription of the Greek than Margalioth, Sepher ha-Razim, 12. 

32PGM 4.1598-1606 (Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 68): :TitKakooLai OE, 
TOv gTeyioTov Oe6v, d6vaov Kiptiov, KoogoKpdcropaO, TOv Eti TO6v K6og.ov K(Xic xIO TO 
KOgJOV, diKltgov OaaXGoooKpdropa, 6pOivOv IEttXlanovoa, dor6 Toaa dOnM Xti6TOU 
dva:rhEov:Ta T0c oGtc6av:t K6OG:Og), ?$vovTa TO Xj 1i. 

33PGM 13.254-63. 
34See especially the second adjuration (Sefer ha-Razim 4.52-53), which says, referring to 

the God of Israel, "The Ruler of the constellations, and the sun, and the moon, who bow down 
before him as slaves before their masters." 

35Sefer ha-Razim 4.38. 
36Compare Ps 19:6. 
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Moses' conversations with God.37 This phrase is also used in another of the 
Sefer ha-Razim adjurations to refer to Moses' encounter with God: "By the 
life of the worlds, who spoke to Moses face to face" (:' 'm~ r'ni,,n 'n: 
nM'l:: r':5 7 4 MD).38 By referring to the sun using a biblical phrase that also 
describes the people's or Moses' meeting with God, the text subtly equates 
the sun with God. 

The language of the second Sefer ha-Razim Helios adjuration (which 
adjures the sun at night) equates the sun and God in a more explicit fash- 
ion. It reads: 

by the one who sees but is not seen, by the king who reveals all 
hidden things and sees all secret things, by the God who knows what 
is in darkness, and who transforms the shadows into morning, and who 
illumines the night as the day, before whom all secrets are as revealed 
as [before] the sun.39 

The first phrase occurs also in the Eighth Book of Moses as a description 
of the supreme God: "I call on you, who are greater than all, the creator 
of all, you, the self-begotten, who see all and are not seen."40 According 
to Morton Smith, in this text "the sun god has been made the creator and 
sustainer of the world."41 Although it is not remarkable to apply the other 
phrases of this adjuration to the God of Israel, they can equally well refer 
to the sun; the adjuration itself remarks that all secrets are revealed before 
God as they are before the sun. The second adjuration contains another 
phrase that seems to give the God of Israel some of the attributes of the 
Greek sun god, calling him the "ruler of the constellations" (nmrn). This 
phrase calls to mind synagogue mosaics from the land of Israel, which 
show the twelve signs of the zodiac in a circle surrounding the figure of 
the sun in his chariot of four horses.42 

37Compare Exod 33:11; the phrase D',ma C':e is also used exclusively in midrashic settings 
to refer to the divine-human encounter; see for example Exod. R. 43.8, Num. R. 3.12, Deut. R. 
7.8, Deut. R. 9.4, Deut. R. 11.3, and Tanhuma, va-Ethanan. 

38Sefer ha-Razim 6.39 (Morgan, Sepher ha-Razim, 80). 
39Sefer ha-Razim 4.48-50. 
40PGM 13.62-64 (Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 174): emtKaoxLoat (YE TOV 

TidvTTov gei(ova, T6v icdvTc Kciocvc, o TOVv o<6>oyia oavTv ov, t6 TV v r&V ti a opivrTa 
Kcci Oi 6poPCtevov. 

41Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 174 n. 16. There may also be biblical and 
hekhalot sources of this appellation. In the seventh firmament of Sefer ha-Razim, God is 
referred to by these words tt ,:nn a n: mnln l:t :zn :nr mal 'nlm Innl 1' - ' l' l' -ino: ' ir n ': 
mnnon: (Sefer ha-Razim 7.9-11, "For he is hidden from every eye, and none can see him and 
live [compare Exod 33:20]. His appearance is hidden from all, but no appearance is hidden 
from him" [Morgan, Sepher ha-Razim, 82]). The idea that none can see God and live is from 
the Bible and is developed as well in some of the Shi'ur Qomah sections of Hekhalot Zutarti 
(See Synopse ?350 as well as the Shi'ur Qomah tradition in ?949: "No living creature can 

recognize him"). 
42See, for example, the synagogue at Beth Alpha in the Galilee (Eleazar Sukenik, The 

Ancient Synagogue of Beth Alpha [Jerusalem: University Press, 1932] 35-36, pl. 10); for 
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Margalioth objects to the claim that Sefer ha-Razim reflects the worship 
of Helios. He argues that the reference to the sun as an angel43 shows that 
the "author is not a worshipper of Helios as a god. He does not see Helios 
as a deity, but as the angel of the sun only."44 Such an unequivocal state- 
ment about the attitude of the author or authors of the adjurations in Sefer 
ha-Razim, however, seems inappropriate. It is probable that there are two 
factors at work here: first, the author or authors tried to work adjurations 
addressed to Helios into a framework that saw the God of Israel as the 
ruling deity, while admitting the possibility of other subordinate angels and 
deities (such as Helios, Selene, Hermes, Aphrodite, and Bo'el).45 Second, 
the image of Helios seems to have affected the image of the God of Israel. 
Language is used of the God of Israel that could equally well apply to a 
deity of the sun. The type of Judaism reflected in Sefer ha-Razim accepted 
the existence of the deities of the nations without quite equating them with 
the God of Israel.46 

Formulas of Adjuration: Two terms are common in both the Greek and 
Hebrew adjurations: "calling" (m?ip or ;ntiKaoiC)oat) and "adjuring" (D'270 
or 6pKico). The adjurer establishes a relationship with the divine figure by 
calling him or her by name(s) or title(s). For example, one of the hekhalot 

adjurations, the adjuration of the Sar ha-Panim, begins with the words, 
"With this name, with this language, I call to you, 'Ozhiy'a, Sar ha-Panim, 
youth, servant before the king of the world, who is prince and master over 
all the host of heaven."47 One of the Greco-Egyptian adjurations uses the 
following formulation: "I call upon you, the greatest, sovereign, Horus 

Harpokrates."48 After summoning the divine figure, the adjurer is then able 
to give commands to him or her by employing divine names or attributes. 
For example, one of the adjurations of the angels of the sun in Sefer ha- 
Razim reads as follows: "I adjure you, the angels who fly through the air 

discussion of art in ancient synagogues, see Rachel Hachlili, Ancient Jewish Art and Arche- 

ology in the Land of Israel (Leiden: Brill, 1988) 301-9. 

43Sefer ha-Razim 2.147. 
44Margalioth, Sepher ha-Razim, 13-14, my translation. 
45Bo'el is the overseer of the seventh camp of angels in the first firmament; his figure 

ultimately goes back to an Egyptian source, but the name is also found in some lamp divina- 
tions in Greek (see, for example, PGM 4.972-74; compare PDM 14.125-82; see also Margalioth, 
Sepher ha-Razim, 6-7). 

46See Erwin R. Goodenough's remarks about the assimilation of pagan forms and ideas into 
Judaism in Jewish Symbols in the Greco-Roman Period, vol. 2: The Archeological Evidence 

from the Diaspora (13 vols.; Bollingen Series 36; New York: Pantheon, 1953) 233-35, 261, 
289-95, and vol. 8: Pagan Symbols in Judaism (Bollingen Series 37; New York: Pantheon, 
1958) 167-68, 172, 214-16; see also Lawrence Hoffman, "Censoring In and Censoring Out," 
23, and idem, Beyond the Text, 161. 

47Synopse ?626. 
48PGM 4.988-89 (Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 57): tKcoaXofitaot a?, TOV 

ptEytaTOV Oe6v, 8uvdaTrlv "Qpov 'ApTooKaparj'v. A series of voces mysticae follows. 
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of the firmament, by the one who sees and is not seen, by the king who 
reveals all hidden things and sees all mysteries, by God who knows what 
is in darkness."49 A Greco-Egyptian adjuration reads: "I adjure you, holy 
light, holy brightness, breadth, depth, length, height, brightness, by the 
holy names that I have spoken and am now going to speak. By lao Sabaoth 
Arbathiao Sesengen Bar Pharanges."50 When calling or adjuring, the use of 
divine names is very important, since the names are the reservoir of heav- 
enly power, available for the adept's use. 

Other verbal formulas also appear in adjurations, such as verbs of com- 
mand or supplication. Imperatives addressed to the god or angel are also 
frequently employed, without the use of technical terms of adjuration. For 
example, a Greco-Egyptian lamp-divination commands the god: "Give your 
strength, rouse your daimon, enter into this fire, fill it with a divine spirit, 
and show me your might."5' The adjuration of the Sar ha-Panim says, "Do 
honor to his name and hurry and descend to me N. son of N. ... Perform 
my demand and uphold my request and fulfill my will for all is in your 
hand."52 In these cases, the names that the adjurer knows and utters remain 
the reservoir of power, but they are not necessarily linked directly to the 
imperatives that he or she uses. These different ways of commanding or 
requesting the divine figure display a performative use of language.53 The 
utterance of the words and names of adjuration within the framework of 
purification rites or special offerings that the human adjurer must perform 
is efficacious in bending the divine figure to the will of the human adjurer. 

Names: In the hekhalot adjurations, the Greco-Egyptian adjurations, and 
Sefer ha-Razim, the names are the source of power by which human beings 
can enforce their will upon the gods or angels. The names consist of proper 
names of particular deities and angels, name-formulas (logia) such as 
"Sesengen bar Pharanges," strings of letters of the Hebrew or Greek alpha- 
bets (especially vowels), permutations of the Tetragrammaton, and combi- 
nations of the names of God with other letters. The Greco-Egyptian ritual 
texts draw names of divinities from Jewish, Greek, Egyptian, Roman, or 

49Sefer ha-Razim 4.47-49. 
50PGM 4.978-83: o6pKi c oe, iEpov c, iEp ayr, ip& a coyn , l3oioc, do i, pgKO, o Vioc, 

afyri, KatT Tv yiwv 6 , TKaa Tv EioP vo cov, v epa KXa vvv ?gtXo yei?tv. Kadta To6 Ilao 
xapaoO Appao 0tlco eeoevyevap0apcayy ApvavaOavakpa Aipacotacazgapt. More 

voces mysticae follow. 
51PGM 4.964-67 (Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 57): 86oc ov t6 o0evoc 

Kai 8t&yetpov Gov TOv saliCova Kcal eioek0e v Tz nupi TOT)c9 Kaal Lv7vevLVdTX(ooov 
ai6o6v Oeiot0 Ive-6gaToc Kaci o6Etov got 0ou 0Tiv dcLKkriv. 

52Synopse ?637. 
53For a discussion of performative language, see Stanley Tambiah, "A Performative Ap- 

proach to Ritual," in idem, Culture, Thought, and Social Action: An Anthropological Perspec- 
tive (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1985) 123-66. 
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Mesopotamian traditions, while the hekhalot adjurations use Hebrew names 
of God and the angels. They do not incorporate the names of the Greek, 
Egyptian, or Roman deities (a case of "censoring out"). In Sefer ha-Razim, 
the efficacious names are those of the angels, which can be spoken or 
written on amulets. Some names are drawn from the Greco-Egyptian 
adjurational tradition, while others are formed like typical Hebrew angel 
names, with 'el at the end. Otherwise, the means of the adjuration are 
attributes of God and praises of his actions, in many cases drawn from 
biblical verses.54 

Some authors of both the hekhalot and the Greco-Egyptian adjurations 
thought that names drawn from other languages were particularly effica- 
cious. One of the hekhalot adjurations states that the true interpretation of 
the divine name is Greek, while one Greco-Egyptian adjuration of the ris- 
ing sun calls on him in "Hebraic," among other languages.55 A Greco- 
Egyptian lamp divination spell adjures by the names Ialo SapaoO 
AppaoCaco.56 laco is the Greek rendering of the Hebrew four-letter name 
of God.57 capacoO is the Greek transcription of niN^3 ("hosts"), while 
Appa0tco is drawn from two Hebrew elements: nunx, meaning four, 
Iao=YHWH, the whole name being a reference to the Tetragrammaton- 
YHWH.58 A corresponding Hebrew name, found in a hekhalot adjuration 
for ascent to heaven, uses a Greek term for the Tetragrammaton: "When a 
man wishes to descend to the Merkabah, he should call (mnip) to Suria Sar 
ha-Panim and adjure him (0sJ'zn) one hundred and twelve times by Totrosi'ai 
('C'Rncic) the Lord."59 The name Totrosi'ai is made up of the Greek word 
TxTpoc (four), combined with the letters 't', referring to the divine name, 
much like the word App3a0to.60 It is also important to note that one of 
the adjurations of the sun in Sefer ha-Razim makes use of an entire prayer 
in Greek addressed to Helios. 

Both the hekhalot adjurations and the Greco-Egyptian adjurations make 
use of incomprehensible combinations of letters, sometimes repeated sev- 

54See for example, Sefer ha-Razim 4.32-34, and compare Hag 2:6, 21; Job 9:5, 26:12, 
28:21; Isa 51:15; and Jer 31:35. See also Gruenwald, Apocalyptic and Merkavah Mysticism, 
233. 

55Synopse ?357 and PGM 13.83, 149. See discussion in Scholem, Jewish Gnosticism, 81- 
82. 

56PGM 4.981. 
57Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 335. 
58See discussions by Wolfgang Fauth, "Tatrosjah-totrosjah und Metatron in der judischen 

Merkabah-Mystik," JSJ 22 (1991); 40-87, and idem, "Arbath Iao," OrChr 67 (1983) 65-103. 
59Synopse ?204, MS Oxford. See Gershom Scholem's note on this phenomenon in Major 

Trends in Jewish Mysticism, 363 n. 58. 
60See discussion in Daniel Sperber, "Jewish Angel Names in Magical Texts, Especially 

Semiseilam," in idem, Magic and Folklore in Rabbinic Literature (Ramat-Gan: Bar-Ilan University 
Press, 1994) 86-87 n. 23. 
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eral times. The hekhalot adjurations intersperse fragments of the 
Tetragrammaton among these letters, in the same way that the Greek adju- 
rations intersperse vowels with other letters. The use of names without 
semantic meaning is one of the most important features of adjurations in 
late antiquity.61 

Revelatory Commands: Upon the adjurer's command, the divine figure 
may appear in a number of ways. He or she may descend to earth and 
appear to the adjurer and speak to him or her, appear in a dream or in the 
fire of a lamp, or simply enter into the heart of the adjurer. When the 
divine figure appears, the adept directs him or her to answer questions 
completely and clearly and not threaten or endanger the human inquirer in 
any way. For example, the adjuration of the Sar ha-Panim instructs the 
angel to descend without unbalancing the mind of the adjurer.62 It calls on 
him to descend to earth in order to reveal to the adjurer "all the depths of 
secrets of above and below, the secrets of the hidden places of above and 
below, secrets of understanding and subtlety of knowledge, like a man who 
speaks to his friend."63 One of the adjurations of Helios in Sefer ha-Razim 
instructs the sun with similar words: "Let me see him perfectly today, and 
let me ask him what I wish, and let him speak with me as a man speaks 
with his friend and tell me the secret of the depths, and make known to me 
hidden things, and let no evil thing happen to me."64 This adjuration of the 
angels of the sun includes the previously mentioned prayer in Greek ad- 
dressed to Helios. The Hebrew request that follows asks the sun to reveal 
himself without endangering the adjurer: "I, N. son of N., present my sup- 
plication before you, that you appear to me [without] causing fear, and you 
be revealed to me without causing terror, and you conceal nothing from me 
and tell me truthfully all that I desire."65 A similar invocation of Apollo 
calls on the god to answer the adjurer's questions, and to send him or her 
a "divine spirit" or "daemon" to tell him whatever he or she wishes to 
know without hindrance: "Send me this daimon at my sacred chants. .. and 
let him tell me in total truth all that my mind designs, and send him gentle, 
gracious, pondering no thoughts opposed to me. And may you not be angry 
at my sacred chants. But guard that my whole body come to light intact."66 

61Patricia Cox Miller, "In Praise of Nonsense," in A. H. Armstrong, ed., Classical Medi- 
terranean Spirituality (New York: Crossroad, 1986) 481-505; Gager, Curse Tablets, 5-11. 

62Synopse ?634. 
63Synopse ?634: rn' nson 'm inR 7rt:. 
64I5-rn'1, nmpinon 'n " -' ' Inw: vs 2'n n-3' -iot ': -m nm' n riQno 5Iv1 w'ron D': inrtnm 

i' i ': s"' '' Hi manll'bn (Sefer ha-Razim 4.55-57; translation from Morgan, Sepher ha- 

Razim, 71). 
65Sefer ha-Razim 4.63-65: nmn, ': '" ;inl -rn) t 'n " r,inn :sb n,nn 'n :n 'iL j '? '*BrS 

?p310 ':3A R Z nt=: " -im n 1= ' ' 
n -rn n Rri . 

66PGM 1.318-22 (Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 11): 7CEoIvOV ail.tova 
TO1TOV pgotic iepaOtc irxlot6aic VvKTOC Xc aDtv6Ogvo v 7rpooadyaotatv GiC DOTC dvdcyKrc, 
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These adjurations ask that the heavenly figure reveal mysteries, either 
the heavenly mysteries that he brings down with him or the answers to the 
questions that the adjurer asks. They display a particular concern that the 
heavenly figure tell the adjurer what he wants to know truthfully, and that 
there be no concealment of his knowledge from the human adjurer. 

Description of the Encounter: Speech and Vision: Descriptions of the 
desired encounter between the human adjurer and the divine figure are 
similar to the requests in the adjurations themselves. They describe what 
the adept will see or the conversation in which he or she will engage. The 
hekhalot adjurations most often refer to speaking with the angel, while the 
Greco-Egyptian adjurations and the Helios adjurations in Sefer ha-Razim 
also include a description of what the adept will see. For example, the 
adjuration of Apollo, mentioned above, instructs the adjurer: "And when he 
comes, ask him about what you wish, about the art of prophecy, about 
divination with epic verses, about the sending of dreams, about obtaining 
revelations in dreams, about interpretations of dreams, about causing dis- 
ease, about everything that is a part of magical knowledge."67 The spells to 
obtain an "assistant daemon" (ncpeSpoc) to serve the adjurer describe 
extensively everything that the daemon will say.68 The dream-revelation 
adjurations found in the hekhalot texts present a similar idea of the encoun- 
ter between angel and dreamer.69 After the adjuration, "immediately the 

oiiep dir6 oKTIVOVC ?oTi T66e, KaoI OpaaTod z) ot, oooa 0O?Xo yVoC)lotlV, adrTIO?Elv 
KaTaXeact, 7pcprdv, tiltXiXtov gqr V dvtica OIt 4pov?ovao. tqi6e? Gr n VIG t C ?X' vt ixic 
ie?pac ?7caoaotOi, da&d i,c ov at xv a iptov av ?,c pov ? odoC ?X?Oeiv. 

67PGM 1.328-31 (Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 11): iKai orav e?io?Xr0I, 
?pcOna atTO6v, lepi o0 09,XetC, sepl ltavTeiac, Cn?pi ?C0onotliac, te?pi 6vEtpo7osit?iasc, 
C?pl O6v?palTrnGia(, rc?pl OVEIOKplTiac, C?pl KaTaK:.o 7CO, C?pl navTcov, O6[tlov cOTiv 

?v T1j poaysKlE ?7C?gt[pql] . 
68For example, "He will tell you what things will happen both when and at what time of 

the night or day. And if anyone asks you 'What do I have in mind?' or 'What has happened to 
me?' or even 'What is going to happen?' question the angel, and he will tell you in silence" 
(PGM 1.174-78; Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 7): ?pEi ot rd & t?XXovTa 

ys?Voe?0a Kaio ndzT? Kai coit0o Xpovcp, VuKTOC i q il?gpac. ?&v 6? TKi<c> ?p(Tzri<orl Ti KadT 

WVXivV ?EXo; /1 Ti o0t ?7?V?TO iTY? [?Xtl1t ye?V?o0a; ?t?poTa TO v d6yye?ov, cKai ?p? 
oot tontij. The adjuration of Aion/Helios in the Eighth Book of Moses describes the encoun- 
ter with the god in this way: "When the god comes in, look down and write the things he says 
and the Name which he gives you for himself. And do not go out from under your canopy until 
he tells you accurately, too, the things that concern you" (PGM 13.210-12; Betz, Greek 
Magical Papyri in Translation, 178): '?iav e?io?kX0 6 O6?k, Koow PXC;?t Kai ypa?e Tar 

XE?y6sOva cai iK v 5i nv ivot a6tot , 6vogaaoiav. gLi k??X0r9| 5fi K Tifc oKiTlvic Gooo, 
d6XPt 00t Kai Ta C?npi o t E? C daKptpCf;. 

69The directions for one adjuration state that after the dreamer has fasted three nights and 
said the adjuration, "he will speak to you mouth to mouth" (;1n ns) (Synopse ?501). For the 

expression "mouth to mouth," compare Num 12:8, where God says to Miriam and Aaron that 
he speaks to Moses "mouth to mouth" (ne bt ns). 
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form of a man will come to you and speak to you everything that you ask 
him, from a great matter to a small matter."70 All of these adjurations share 
the idea that the angel will come and speak to the adjurer in the same way 
as a human being would speak to another human. They envision a conver- 
sation between the heavenly being and the human being in which all of the 
human's questions are answered. 

Other Greco-Egyptian texts describe what the adept will see after per- 
forming the ritual. In a saucer divination of Aphrodite, "the goddess will 

appear to you and will reveal concerning what things you wish."71 The 

adjuration of the angels of the sun in Sefer ha-Razim also describes what 
the adept will see and hear: "a peal of thunder from the north and you will 
see something like lightning come forth and light up the earth before you."72 
In comparison, the hekhalot adjurations do not, for the most part, contain 
visual descriptions of the angels who appear to the adjurer, although one of 
the adjurations of the Prince of the Torah states that he descended "in a 
flame of fire, and his face [was] like the appearance of lightning."73 

Dismissal of the Angel or God: The Sar ha-Panim adjuration, the hekhalot 
dream-revelation adjurations,74 the two Helios adjurations in Sefer ha-Razim, 
and many of the Greco-Egyptian adjurations contain formulas for dismiss- 

ing the deity or angel at the end of the conversation with the adept in such 
a way that no harm comes to the adjurer. For example, the adjuration of the 
Sar ha-Panim dismisses the angel with these words: "And I have com- 
manded you in peace by the name YHW HW. . . . Ascend in peace so that 
I will not fear at the time of your leave-taking from me."75 Similarly, one 

Greco-Egyptian ritual thanks the god and orders him to leave with these 
words: "I give thanks to you lord Bainchoooch, who is Balsames. Go away, 
go away, lord, into your own heavens, into your own palaces, into your 
own course. Keep me healthy, unharmed, not plagued by ghosts, free from 

calamity and without terror. Hear me during my lifetime."76 An adjuration 

70Synopse ?502. Another dream-revelation adjuration, found in a sixteenth-century manu- 

script containing much mystical and magical material (MS Sassoon 290, p. 231), refers to the 

angel coming and speaking with the adjurer every night, if he wishes it. 
71PGM 4.3209-54 (Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 100). Compare PGM 1.76- 

95: the assistant daimon is seen as a star that turns into an angel. In PGM 7.735-37, Apollo 
appears "having a cup for a drink-offering" (Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 139). 

72Sefer ha-Razim 4.58-63 (Morgan, Sepher ha-Razim, 71). 
73Synopse ?313. 
74See, for example, Synopse ?501. 
75Synopse ?639. 
76PGM 4.1061-65 (Betz, Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, 59): e?Xapio'o o) t, 

Kicpt? BaivXcocoXo, 6 Oiv BaXoarls. Xcopet, xc6p?e, Kciptl, eic i6iovc opaCvotc, ?ic 

ta iblta BaotXei a, ei? itov 6p6&o rq8La ouvpripiac L e Vyitl, dotjV, dvet&coX6lnXqKTOv, 

dicXTryov, d0acL3rlTov, XcOaKotVov gOI Eki TOV TZc liJc jgo) p %p6vov. 
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in Sefer ha-Razim dismisses the angel with a Greek &to6kXaic (dismissal): 
"Invisible Lord Bo'el, sufficient to our need, the perfect shield bearer, I 
free you, I free you, subside and return to your [heavenly] course."77 

Purifications: Many of the hekhalot, Sefer ha-Razim, and Greco-Egyp- 
tian adjurations require purification as part of the ritual, including absten- 
tion from certain foods (meat, fish, wine), a daytime fast for a certain 
number of days (three, seven, or forty), ritual immersions in water, and, in 
some cases, abstention from sexual activity. These practices are part of a 
common cultural framework of adjuration that both the Jewish and the 
Greco-Egyptian adjurations share. Specific stringencies in the hekhalot texts 
and Sefer ha-Razim, however, are due to particular Jewish prescriptions. 
The hekhalot and Sefer ha-Razim adjurations generally require a longer 
period of sexual abstinence than do the Greco-Egyptian ritual texts. The 
former texts also incorporate specific Jewish concerns, such as the avoid- 
ance of any seminal emission by the male adept (by sexual intercourse or 
otherwise)78 and the prohibition of sexual intercourse between a man and 
a menstruating woman.79 Several of the hekhalot adjurations also insist that 
the male adjurer avoid speaking to women, looking at them, eating bread 
they baked, or drinking water they poured.80 It is possible that the attempt 
to avoid the impurity that a menstruating woman causes may be at the root 
of some of these restrictions on the hekhalot adepts-in particular the re- 
striction on eating bread baked by a woman-because she might be men- 
struating and hence render the food that she is preparing impure.81 

Use of Ritual Objects: The hekhalot adjurations differ significantly from 
the Sefer ha-Razim and the Greco-Egyptian adjurations in the use of ma- 

77Sefer ha-Razim 1.232-35. '~:-" Itn rx wm I~n Q'n:0 '3 'Dnt, Dr'D In -mQ rl'nn' nnrop' DCm 
'nnnT I mnn OIM11M-7nDON O13't '-nr l/D19 ol/m /' '-n/ 1 :pr1vl1 nnn -TI^I r1'V -In10 nrn -ie? 

-:PTi 'imr upon. The apparent nonsense words are a transliteration of the Greek: dopaze? 
K1ptie POv-Ti, n'OT' ridc dapKti, TEtIKO'C doaXtl 0o6po?. ("Invisible lord Bouel, sufficient 
to our need, the perfect shield bearer") (Margalioth, Sepher ha-Razim, 80). 

78Synopse ??299, 424, 489, 623, 684; Sefer ha-Razim 2.9-11. 
79Sefer ha-Razim 2.184-85; 5.34-37. Both semen and menstrual blood are considered 

sources of impurity in biblical and later Jewish law; see Leviticus 15, b. Ber. 21b-22a, b. B. 
Qam. 82a; Shaye Cohen, "Menstruants and the Sacred in Judaism and Christianity," in Sarah 
Pomeroy, ed., Women's History and Ancient History (Chapel Hill, NC/London: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1991) 273-99; and Yedidyah Dinari, "Customs of the Impurity of the 
Niddah: Their Origin and Development," Tarbiz 49 (1980) 302-24 [Hebrew]; and idem, "Pro- 
fanation of the Holy by the Niddah and the Enactment of Ezra," Te'uda 3 (1983) 17-37 
[Hebrew]. 

80Synopse ??623 (MS JTSA 8128), 507, 314, 489, Schafer, Geniza-Fragmente, G-19. 
8'There is, however, no explicit statement in the Hekhalot adjurational texts that the prob- 

lem of the menstruant was the reason to forbid the hekhalot practitioners from eating bread 
that a woman baked. This prohibition may be related to fear of sexual arousal occasioned by 
contact with a woman. See discussion in Lesses, Ritual Practices to Gain Power, 170-80. 
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terial objects, offerings of various kinds, and the killing of animals (as 
sacrifices or otherwise). Symbolic use of objects, offerings, and the slaugh- 
ter of animals are ubiquitous in the Greco-Egyptian adjurations; the written 
or spoken adjuration is only one part of the entire ritual. Materials used in 
the rituals include bowls or lamps for divination, amulets or seals, statues 
of the gods and altars, tripods, or tables. Many of the adjurations in Sefer 
ha-Razim incorporate similar directions for the use of objects or slaughter 
of animals. The only object that the hekhalot literature mentions frequently, 
however, is the seal (nmnn) inscribed with divine or angelic names, which 
is mentioned in connection with both the adjuration of angels for wisdom 
and the ascent to the merkabah.82 In some of the ascent texts it is clear that 
the adept is to hold the seals in his or her hand (probably in the form of 
amulets written on paper or metal), but in the adjurations of angels it is 
unclear whether the seals are objects, words written on the body, or if they 
are simply names recited by the adjurer.83 Two rituals for seeking revealed 
wisdom in the hekhalot texts explicitly mention the use of material objects 
in addition to the seals.84 These rituals (which seem to be related to Greek 
adjurations to improve memory) require the adept to write the incantation 
or names on some object (for example, an egg or a leaf) that is then 
eaten.85 The use of objects in the hekhalot adjurations is much less elabo- 
rate than in Sefer ha-Razim or the Greco-Egyptian adjurations, which often 
require an elaborate ceremony involving many different kinds of objects 
before the incantation is spoken. 

* Conclusions 
Adjurations in the hekhalot literature, the Greco-Egyptian ritual texts, 

and Sefer ha-Razim have a distinct performative character, in which the 
words spoken, in concert with the required actions, are efficacious in bring- 
ing heavenly revelation to the human adjurer. They use the same basic 
structure and formulas of adjuration, calling on the divine figure to come 

82See, for example, Synopse ??566, 219-23, 229-30 (ascent account of Hekhalot Rabbati), 
413-19 (ascent account of Hekhalot Zutarti). 

83Meir Bar-Ilan maintains that the seals are written on the body ("Magical Seals on the 
Body among Jews in the First Centuries of the Era," Tarbiz 57 [1984] 37-50 [Hebrew]). None 
of the hekhalot texts mentions explicitly, however, that the seals are to be written on the body. 
For a complete discussion, see Lesses, Ritual Practices to Gain Power, 367-72. 

84Synopse ??564, 571-78. 
85For example, PGM 1.232-47 and PGM 3.410-23. For a discussion of the connection 

between the Jewish and Greek spells, see Michael Swartz, "Opening the Heart: On Memory 
and Its Cultivation in Ancient and Medieval Judaism," a paper given at the Association for 
Jewish Studies, Twenty-Fifth Annual Conference, December 12, 1993. A tape of the paper is 
available from Audio Archives International, 3043 Foothill Blvd., Suite 2, La Crescenta, CA 
91214. See also the discussion in Lesses, Ritual Practices to Gain Power, 372-73. 
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to the adjurer by means of powerful names. They request a verbal or visual 
revelation of the divine figure, describe what will occur, and include for- 
mulas for the dismissal of the divine figure. All three types of adjurations 
use similar formulas of adjuration, centering on the verbs "to call" and "to 
adjure." Descriptions of the encounter between the divine being and the 
human are similar in that they focus on conversation, particularly answer- 
ing the human's questions and telling his or her fate, although differences 
are to be found, particularly in the emphasis of the Greco-Egyptian and 
Sefer ha-Razim adjurations on seeing the revelatory deity. These similari- 
ties seem to stem from the common phenomenon of revelatory adjuration 
in late antiquity, in which all three types of adjuration participate, rather 
than originating in a particular Greek, Egyptian, or Jewish cultural frame- 
work. 

Adjurations from all three bodies of literature portray the heavenly world 
as a pleroma of divine forces. Sefer ha-Razim also does not shy away from 
calling on the names of Greek deities, as shown by the invocation of 
Helios,86 while the hekhalot adjurations address angels who are at times 
identified with the God of Israel by name and title. All three bodies of 
literature share a polytheistic vision but also focus on particular important 
divine figures for adjuration. 

The names employed in adjuration, which originate in several traditions, 
are the key source of power on which humans can draw to enforce their 
will on the divine figure. There are broad similarities in the kinds of names 
that the different types of adjurations employ, but specific differences also 
occur. The hekhalot adjurations and the Greco-Egyptian adjurations make 
use of strings of letters or permutations of the divine name, while Sefer ha- 
Razim does not. The Greco-Egyptian adjurational tradition seems to have 
been formed, in part, by Greek-speaking Jews who contributed Hebrew 
names of God and the angels.87 In many cases, the Greco-Egyptian texts 
use divine or angelic names taken from the larger Jewish tradition, and in 
at least one case from the specific hekhalot tradition of angelic names.88 
The use of the name Totrosi'i in an adjuration for ascent to the merkabah, 
the reference to the Greek interpretation of the divine name, and the pres- 
ence of other Greek words in the account of ascent in hekhalot Rabbati89 

86Sefer ha-Razim also contains incantations addressed to the moon (2.162-74), Aphrodite 
(1.126-30), and Hermes (1.176-87). 

87See discussion in Campbell Bonner, Studies in Magical Amulets, Chiefly Graeco-Egyp- 
tian (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1950) 26-32. See also Goodenough, Jewish 
Symbols, 2. 289-95, and John Gager, Moses in Greco-Roman Paganism (Nashville/New York: 
Abingdon, 1972) 135-36, 160-61. 

88PGM 35. 
89See Lewy, "Remainders of Greek Phrases and Nouns," 259-65. 
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indicate that the traditions of Greek-speaking Jews also contributed to the 
formation of the hekhalot literature. 

The Greco-Egyptian adjurations and Sefer ha-Razim both make exten- 
sive use of ritual objects, while the hekhalot adjurations for the most part 
do not. Even two hekhalot rituals that use material praxis do not call for 
the slaughter of animals, in contrast to Sefer ha-Razim. The fact that the 
Sefer ha-Razim adjurations draw on the Greco-Egyptian tradition of ritual 
action emphasizes the lack of ritual action in the hekhalot texts and makes 
it more probable that the authors deliberately censored out such actions. 
Instead, in some cases they linked the adjurations to the Jewish liturgy. 
Those who wrote and used the hekhalot literature avoided the use of ob- 
jects and depended almost entirely on the power of words; even when they 
required the use of objects, they inscribed the names of God and the angels 
on them. This may reveal the relative proximity to rabbinic traditions of 
those who wrote the hekhalot literature, in contrast to the authors of Sefer 
ha-Razim. The creators of the hekhalot shied away from the objects used 
in the Greco-Egyptian rituals and the slaughter of animals. Another piece 
of evidence in favor of this hypothesis is the relative dependence of the 
hekhalot adjurations on Jewish traditions for their ascetic practices, rather 
than the Greek or Egyptian ascetic models found in the magical papyri. 
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